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There was some uncertainty as the lights went down at the AW16 Valentino 
show. Sat in traditional runway arrangement, flanking the catwalk, it was 

an intimate setting despite being full to the brim with industry greats. 

Instead of a recorded soundtrack, we were treated to a live piano performance 
by Vanessa Wagner who played works by John Cage and Phillip Glass on a 
baby grand Yamaha positioned in the middle of the audience. She walked over 
in the dead silent auditorium and in swan-like poise, sat at her instrument 
and took hold of the entire atmosphere as she descended into melodic play. What 
followed was a dreamy presentation of floral fantasies, ballerina brilliance 

and biker bite. 

Pierpaolo and Maria were taken by the Russian and the New York City ballet, 
which saw the unraveling of a non narrative thread that choice instinct to 
logic, releasing primordial energies. The entire sequence chimed perfectly 
to the shifting aesthetics: from gentle dancers to regal high necks to layers 
of mannish wear, the show was a several act play with a definitive finale 
bringing all the moments of darkness, romance and earthiness together with 

beautiful movement. There was so much to dance about. 

...for 
Valentino
The house of romance has given even more reason to fall in 
love with them all over again. Under the creative supervision 
of PierPaolo Piccioli and Maria Grazia chiuri, 

the latest pieces from the Ready-To-Wear and Haute 
Couture collections melded feminine graciousness with 

sartorial precision to give the best season yet 

Designer
     Focus 
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Designer
     Focus 

“The woman is the 
protagonist of this 
illustration, free in 
her gestures and in 

her thoughts”

THE PIECES

Our favOurite 
accessOries and 
shOes frOm the 
rtW cOllectiOn

We saw the collection evolve with every look at that came our 
way. You have military coats protecting impalpable dresses. 
Floral tutus become meager tops; flared skirts are worn with 
reinterpreted ballet shoes. Fluid draperies in jersey accompany the 
body. Perceptive bewilderment characterises the robes worn with 
silk stockings and dance sandals. The dry precision of sartorial 
discipline, meets floral graciousness and flutters - multiple 
ruffles, fragile transparencies - in an atmosphere pervaded by a 
sense of levitas which is the equivalent of joy. The woman is the 
protagonist of this illustration, free in her gestures and in her 
thoughts, subject of an experience that bestows to fashion the 
status of expression and imagination. 

FaSHIon 
PHIloSoPHy ShakeSPearean accents 

come in the form of volume 
and ruffles. Rich in textures 

and drama 

HaUTE 
CoUTURE

“What followed 
was a dreamy 

presentation of 
floral fantasies, 

ballerina 
brilliance and 

biker bite”


